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Measuring
water infiltration

By Michael Dukes, Grady Miller and Justin Gregory rates

I
nfiltrationis the process

by which water enters the
soil from its surface. This
process affects surface
runoff, soil erosion, and

groundwater recharge. Being able to
measure infiltration rate may be benefi-
cial in designing sports field maintenance
strategies.

The double-ring infiltrometer is the
instrument most often used for measuring
infiltration rates. Infiltrometers are often
constructed from thin walled steel pipe
with the inner and outer cylinder diame-
ters being 8 and \2 inches, respectively;
however, other diameters may be used.

A ring infiltrorneter consists of a Single
metal cylinder that is driven partially into
the soil. The ring is filled with water, and
the rate at which the water moves into the
soil is measured. This rare becomes con-
stant when the soil becomes saturated.

The size of the cylinder is one source of Photograph of 12·inch diameter (inner) and 24 inch diameter (outer) double ring infittrometer (left/A): 6-inch
error. A 6-inch diameter ring produces diameter (Inner) and 12 inch diameter (outer) double ring infiltrometer (center/B), and Marlotte siphon
measurement errors of approximately developed to maintain a constand Inner head In the Infiltration rings (right/C).

30%, while a zu-mch diameter ring produces measurement errors of Single ring infiltrometers overestimate vertical infiltration rates. This
approximately 201l/u compared to the infiltration rate that would be meas- has been attributed to the fact that the -flUIN of water beneath the cylinder
wed with a ling of an infinite diameter. Ithas been suggested that a diam- is not purely vertical. Double ring infiltrorneters minimize the error asso-
eter of at least 40 inches should be used for accurate results. However, ciated with the Single ring method because the water level in the outer
cylinders of this size become very difficult to usc in practice on light soils, ring forces vertical infiltration of water in the inner ring.
because large volumes of water are required to conduct tests on sandy Another possible source of error occurs when driving the ring into the
soils with high infiltration rates. ground, as there can be a poor connection between the ring wall and the
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ANOTHER POSSIBLE SOURCE OF ERROR OCCURS WHEN

DRIVING THE RING INTO THE GROUND. AS THERE CAN BE A

POOR CONNECTION BETWEEN THE RING WALL AND THE SOIL.

soil. This poor connection can cause a leakage of water along the ling
wall and an overestimation of the infiltration rate. Placing a larger con-
centric ring around the inner ring and keeping this outer ring filled with
water so that the water levels in both rings arc approximately the SUITIe

reduces this en-or.
There are two operational techniques used with the double ring infil-

trometer for measuring the flow of water into the ground. In the constant
head test, the water level in the inner ring is maintained at a fixed level
and the volume of water used 10 maintain this level is measured. In the
falling head test, the time thai the water level takes to decrease in the
inner ring is measured,

In both constant and falling bead tests, the water level in the outer
ring is maintained at a constant level to prevent leakage between rings
and to force vertical infiltration from the inner ring. Models have shown
that falling head and constant head methods give very similar results for

.
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fine textured soils, but the falling head test underestimates infiltration
rates for coarse textured soils.

The ASTM standard describes a procedure for measuring the soil
infiltration rate with a double-ring infiltrometer for soil with a hydraulic
conductivity less than 4 inches per hour. The ASTM standard specifies
inner and outer ring diameters 01 12 and 24 inches, respectively.

The primary objective of this research was to compare falling head
and constant head double ring tests with (i and 12-inch rings and a con-
stant head test with 12 and 24-inch diameter rings. A secondary objec-
tive was to develop a simple device to automatically maintain .1 constant
water level in 6-inch diameter inner ring.

Measurement methods
An area at tile Irrigation Park on the University of florida campus in
Gainesville was used to conduct the double-ring infiltrometer tests. The
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soil was fine sand, which had been tilled and allowed to settle for several
months. Soil textural analysis indicated 9211;0 sand, 4.5% silt, and
3.1% clay.

The three types of tests that were evaluated were: A, the ASTM
standard 12-inch (inner) and 24-inch {outer} double-ring infiltrome-
ter under a manually maintained inner ring constant head; B, 12-inch
(inner) and 24"inch (outer) infiltration rings under an inner ring con-
stant head with a Mariolte siphon; and C, 12-inch (inner) and 24-
inch (outer) infiltration rings under a falling head.

In all three lypes of tests, the outer ring was maintained manual-
ly at a constant head. Maintaining a constant head in the outer ring
was not as critical as maintaining constant head in the inner ring to
measuring infiltration rates since the purpose of this head is to
reduce the leakage of water between rings; therefore, maintaining
the head manually was sufficient. The 6 and 12-inch infiltration ring
size is typically used in turfgrass systems such as athletic fields for
infiltration measurements. In many cases, the falling head test is pre-
ferred since less water and time is required to complete a test.

The thin aluminum infiltrometer rings were driven into the
ground approximately f inches for (A) and 2 inches for (B) and (C).
A Mariette siphon was manufactured from a 4-inch inner diameter
Plexiglass pipe cut to a length of 47 inches (see photo). This resulted

Table 1. Statistical analysis of infiltration rates
(K) from three types of infiltration tests.

IAI IB) lei
ASTM standard Constant head with Falling head

with 12 and 24 inch 6 and 12 inch with 6 and 12 inch
diameter rings diameter rings diameter rings

Test no, K linch/hi Test no. K (inch/hi Test no. K linch/hi
1 47 1 3.1 1 6.3
2 5.8 2 8.8 2 2.2
3 4.3 3 67 3 5.0
4 6.4 4 7.7 4 3.9
5 5 8.2 5 7.3
6 3.4 6 7.5 6 3.1
7 8.0 7 7.9 7 7.7
8 6.0 8 5.9 8 4.7
9 0.8 9 7.6 9 5.0

Mean 4.7 Mean 7.0 Mean 5.0
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THE GAME MUST GO ON.
An Airfield is the ultimate sports turf

drainage system whether you are
playing on natural or artificial turf.
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-Reduces installation time
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-Ellminates rubber migration
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-Strong enough for vehicles
-Below entire playing surface
-Air void for heating and coolirlg
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-Ora;ns remarkably faster
-neoucee installation time
-Reducas irTigation requirements
-Extends playing season
-Eliminates stam::ling water
-Reduces maintenance costs
-Below entire playing surface
-SlJperior perched water table
-Greater root mass
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THE 6 AND 12-INCH

INFILTRATION RING SIZE IS

TYPICALLY USED FOR

INFILTRATION MEASURE-

MENTS ON ATHLETIC FIELDS.

THE FALLING HEAD TEST IS

PREFERRED SINCE LESS

WATER AND TIME IS REQUIRED

TO COMPLETE A TEST.

in approximately 3 gallons of water storage, sufficient to keep a con-
stant head in a 6-inch diameter inner ring for more then 4 hours
assuming an infiltration rate of 6 inches per hour and for 1 hour
assuming an infiltration rate of 27 inches per hour. The 12-inch
diameter inner ring used in the ASTM Standard test would require
approximately 13 gallons of water to keep a constant head for I
hour assuming an infiltration rate of 27 inches per hour.

The water level in the outer ring was maintained manually by
adjusting a flow valve on a water container (10 gallons) that was
used to supply water to the outer ring of the double ring infiltrome-
ter. Alternatively, another Mariotte siphon could be used to main-
tain a constant water level in the outer ring; however, the water
level could be maintained manually with sufficient precision to min-
imize lateral flow or leakage from the inner ring. Cumulative infil-
tration and time were recorded, with each test generally lasting 4·0
to 90 minutes for the constant head test and approximately 20 to 30
minutes for the falling head test. The bulk density and moisture con-
tent of the soil were measured adjacent to each test site before each
infiltration test was conducted. The infiltration rate was found by
regressing the recorded cumulative infiltration and time data.

Evaluation
The table shows the results of the measured infiltration rates from
the three different testing methods. Measured infiltration rates on
the sandy soil ranged from 0.8 to 8.8 inches per hour and averaged
5.6 inches per hour over all tests. These rates are representative of
moderately compacted fine sandy soils. Testing methods (A) and (C)
resulted in a significantly lower mean infiltration rate (4.7 and 5.0
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inches per hour, respectively) compared to method (B) at 7.0 Inch.
es per hour, This difference was expected for the falling head test
(C) since the depth of water in the inner ring, one of the compo-
nents of total head that causes infiltration, decreases during the test.
Test (B) had the lowest variability compared to tests (A) and (C).
Soil moisture was not different across testing locations, nor was soil
bulk density,

It was concluded that the test using a constant head with a dou-
ble-ring infiltrcmeter of 6 inches inner diameter and 12 inches outer
diameter would be suitable for infiltration research on the sandy
soils. These soils have similar infiltration rates to athletic fields built
to USGA specifications with mature lurf. This allows for infiltration
tests to be conducted in areas where the methodology suggested by
ASTM would not be suitable due to the volume of water required to
maintain a constant head in the larger diameter double-ring infil-
trometers can not be easily transported to the site,

The set-up of the double-ring infiltrometer with the Mariette
siphon is an efficient method of conducting a double ring infiltrorn-
eter test. The Mar-iotte siphon automatically maintains a constant
head in the inner ring, while the head in the outer ring is maintained
manually (a second Mariotte siphon could be used for this). This
testing procedure therefore only requires one person to maintain the

head in the outer ring and record the change in water level in the
siphon, The volume of water that is needed for this test can also be
managed by a single, person compared to the large volume of water
needed to conduct the ASTM standard test.
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